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MOG était présent au NAB 2015, l'éditeur de Pro logiciels et d'équipements de numérisation
vidéo et d'ingest de fichiers a présenté ses nouveaux produits : mxfSPEEDRAIL Xpress 2U
avec en option son stockage intégré, mxfSPEEDRAIL wXtream SDI stream dans le Cloud,
support du codec Sony XAVC... CTM Solutions importe, distribue et intégre les solutions MOG
en France :
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        -  mxfSPEEDRAIL Xpress 2U adds storage capability to the best down and crossconversion tools in the market. The ability to integrate different ingest and storage services intoa single system with only 24 cm deep.           -  The mxfSPEEDRAIL Xpress 2U adds storage capabilities into a fully featured toolset thatincludes ingest, capture, playback, file conversion and transcoding services featured on a singleand configurable platform with only 24 cm deep.           -  Broadcasters and post-production facilities will highly benefit from the ability to integratedifferent ingest and storage services into a single interface. By integrating shared storage (up to16TB) and local storage (up to 8TB) mxfSPEEDRAIL Xpress 2U reduces the time to access thecontents and enables a full collaborative environment among editorial team and creativeprofessionals from the moment of acquisition into its distribution and archiving. With the sameaffordable and compact unit, users are able to cover all their production needs, managingdifferent formats and standards and different solutions, from different vendors, while storing andkeeping track of all assets.           -  "We have been delivering the most innovative centralized ingest solutions to the broadcastindustry, but we needed to simplify the challenge that represents storing and accessing themedia" says Luís Miguel Sampaio, CEO of MOG. "With Xpress 2U we are addressing thischallenge while delivering compact equipment that can be easily adapted to much smallerspaces."           -  mxfSPEEDRAIL Xpress 2U is also boosted by Bluefish boards for capture modules, and isperfectly configurable. User can define its workflow needs and start building the system.           -  mxfSPEEDRAIL Xpress 2U shapes up the workflow without the need for the reverse whileensuring high performance and scalability.     

        -  The mxfSPEEDRAIL wXtream promises to end with the complexity of live videostreaming, optimizing the process of ingest into the cloud. With 0% effort on configuration and100% reliability, it extends transcoding services to cloud- based media services.           -  mxfSPEEDRAIL centralized system captures video and audio into any platform, managingmedia contents through the web in multiple formats, resolutions and bitrates, sending thestream directly into Content Delivery Networks (CDN). The system is optimized to work with thepremiere provider of global communication services, Level 3 Communications. In fact, thesolution capabilities are leverage by the full integration with Level 3 Cloud Connect Solutionswhich brings the advantages of accessing a private cloud, decreasing signal latency andminimizing network issues. The efficiency of a push or pull model for video distribution alsoenables to save bandwidth and ensure contents quality. Broadcasters can easily respond to theneed of immediacy to capture and engage viewers, filling every gap through the way. The webpublication process become as easier as plugging in the contents and broadcasting them,taking the stream to virtually anywhere !           -  With mxfSPEEDRAIL wXtream you get a fully centralized capture system, with up to 4simultaneous SDI channels, as well as local backup of proxies or Hi-Res contents for archivingpurposes. The system is able to efficiently capture and transform the media, encoding multipleproduction formats, namely H.264, into multiple transmission bitrates. mxfSPEEDRAIL wXtreamis wrapped in a system with only 24 cm deep, allowing the user to save equipment space inevery step of the workflow, as it enables the transmission and archiving in the same unit,accessible through web-browser.           -  Its major benefits consists in the achievement of a unified capture and streaming workflowthat can reach any device while minimizing additional infrastructure investment and increasingnetwork availability. With 0% effort on configuration and 100% reliability, the system is perfectlyredundant and efficient.           -  mxfSPEEDRAIL wXtream is an affordable solution that decreases equipment costs,transforming live streams in adaptive streams, dynamically adjusting resolution and bitrate tomatch each viewer's bandwidth. It represents the natural extension of mxfSPEEDRAILtranscoding services to cloud-based media services.     
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        -  And of course our mxfSPEEDRAIL product-line, now with XAVC full support, and ourModular Mobile Solution will also be showcased onsite. It is actually so easy to transport, thatwe're taking it to Vegas !   
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